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I

n recent years a great deal of emphasis

has been placed on the importance
of early literacy. Publications such
as Preventing reading difficulties in
young children (Snow, Burn, &
Griffin, 1998) as well as the research of Marilyn
Adams (1990) and Marie Clay (1985) have
inspired both research and practice.
The notion that literacy emerges has brought
about a shift in the way that the reading profession views the child entering school. The current
belief is that all children come to school with a
wealth of knowledge about literacy but that
some children enter school with much more of
this knowledge than others. This is a far cry
from the previous view that children suddenly
come to a "readiness point" at which they are
ready to begin reading and writing (Strickland &
Morrow, 1989).
In recent years, the importance of exposure to
print has influenced teachers in kindergarten
classrooms. Exposure to print is important, but
it should be kept in mind that comprehension in
the earliest stages of literacy is vital for longterm literacy achievement. The child's interests
and quest for making sense of his or her world is
the foundation upon which literacy must be
built. This foundation is fundamentally based on
oral language. Young children need opportunities to use their existent oral language abilities
to talk about what is personally meaningful to
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them. This is true especially if we consider
Vygotsky's views on the relationship between
language and thought (Vygotsky, 1934/1986).
Vygotsky not only believed that thoughts were
expressed in words but that thoughts actually
came into existence through the mediation of
language. For young children, this implies the
need to articulate thoughts out loud. For older
children and adults who have internalized
speech, it means that verbal thought or self-talk
enables us to communicate our thoughts to
ourselves. This is a profound notion that implies
that without language, whether spoken or unspoken, the very act of thinking as we know it is
virtually impossible. Not only is oral language a
basis for cognitive development, it undergirds
learning to read and write. Oral language facility
enables children to connect words and sounds
with print, and it is the vehicle for teaching
children about reading and why it is important
(Hiebert, 1999).
The ability of children to reflect on language
and to express new ideas to others has been
shown to foster future literacy growth (Snow,
Cancino, Gonzalez, & Shriberg, 1989). In the
preschool grades and in the upper grades as
well, children need to engage in meaningful
conversations, express ideas, and talk through
difficult problems. One of the key things teachers should be doing with young children is to
engage them in meaningful conversations to
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foster the development of various functions of
The Reggio Emilia Approach
language (Soderman, Gregory, & 0 'Neill,
The Reggio Emilia approach to early child1990). Activities in which the teacher pays
hood education has had a great impact on
attention to the children's interests and follows
American educators and researchers in this field,
their lead are conducive to language and concept
affording them valuable insights and principles
development. The teacher facilitates this learnfor improving early childhood education in the
ing through careful preparation of the
United States (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman,
environment and is ready to step in with ques1998). Reggio Emilia is a city in Northern Italy.
tions and suggestions to move the learners along
After War II, parents, educators, and communiin their activities.
ties were concerned with the development of
Halliday's seven functions of languageprovide
young children. They set up early childhood
a useful taxonomy to classify children's verbal
centers where the children were given the oppordevelopment. Halliday's functions are as foltunity to develop in an atmosphere that was
lows: (a) instrumental, (b) regulatory, (c)
conducive to the needs of the children. In
interactional, ( d) personal, ( e) heuristic, ( f)
Reggio Emilia children are perceived as unique
imaginative, and (f) informative. While all of
individuals, and the education of children is
these functions are natural to develop, the
given high priority. It is, in fact, considered by
informative function tends to develop later than
some to have the best early childhood programs
the others. This is not surprising given the
in the world (Newsweek, 1991). Today, people
nature of typical child-to-adult talk in playful
from all over the world visit Reggio Emilia to
settings. Snow ( 1991) and Heath ( 1989), howgain insight on their educational approach.
ever, contend that
The philosophy of Reggio
informative language is
In Reggio Emilia children are Emilia early childhood educathe language of school
perceived as unique individuals, tion has evolved over 35 years
and expository text.
and the education of children is of intense collaboration, discusWhen children engage in
sion, and work with young
talk about non-immediate given high priority.
children. Their educational
events or objects and make
philosophy is founded on several
connections between ideas, this is highly related to
important principles, which come from John
the language of textbooks as well as the language
Dewey, Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky, and other
of school (Snow, 1991; Heath, 1989).
theorists, and they have kept abreast of the latest
In the quest to ensure that all children read
research in child development. Some important
successfully by third grade, early childhood
principles involved in the Reggio Emilia apeducators want preschool and kindergarten
proach to early childhood include; (a) an image
programs that will foster the emergence of
of the child as competent, inventive, and full of
literacy. What we find interesting is that the
ideas; (b) collaboration among teachers, childocumentation process, a key pedagogical
dren, parents, and the larger community; ( c) the
principle of the Reggio Emilia approach to early
teacher as a facilitator and learner, (d) documenchildhood education, fosters the development of
tation of children's learning processes, ( e) a
informative language functions. This approach
project-based curriculum, and (f) multiple
focuses on meaning construction; it was not
symbolism of children's ideas. The underlying
developed specifically to nurture literacy, but to
theory is constructivism; this curriculum is
promote metacognitive development. In this
considered by some to be the best example of
paper, we will describe this approach, then we
constructivist teaching in early childhood educawill discuss how children at a university-based
tion (Forman, 1993).
preschool kindergarten were developing many
At the University of Michigan-Dearborn
of the vital verbal and cognitive dispositions to
Child Development Center, we have been infoster literacy growth.
spired by the Reggio Emilia approach and have
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how they want to share their newfound knowlincorporated several of their principles for many
edge. This is also referred to as multiple
years. The major component of the Reggio
symbolism of ideas.
approach we have adopted is using a projectbased curriculum and documenting children's
Documentation
learning processes.
Documentation is a vital aspect of the Reggio
The project-based curriculum is unique in
Program. Documentation is tool for assessing
many ways. The teacher has two roles: (a)
children's understanding in order to design
facilitator and (b) learning partner. The teachers
effective curriculum. Reggio teachers listen to
are not dictators of knowledge. Together teachthe children and record what they say.
ers and children make discoveries based on the
They may take photographs, tape recordings,
topic of study. The teacher does not always
or video of the children while they are working.
choose topics; they are selected from the interBy observing, listening, and
ests of the children and their
recording children's interests,
experiences. Projects are not
Reggio teachers listen
questions, and hypotheses,
given any set time limit; some
to
the
children
and
record
teachers can carefully structure
may extend for as short as a few
what
they
say.
a learning environment that
days or as long as several
... By observing,
assists the children in their
months. The children decide
quest for further understandwhen they have extended all
listening, and recording
ing. Through the
possibilities and are ready to
children's interests,
documentation process,
move on. Projects provide
questions, and
teachers reflect on what has
contexts in which children's
hypotheses,
teachers
can
been going on in class and
curiosity can be expressed
carefully structure a
decide what further steps might
purposefully; this enables them
learning environment that be taken to continue exploring
to experience the joy of selfa topic. Many times the teachmotivated learning. Teachers look assists the children in
closely to the children to see what their quest for further
ers refer back to their
documentation
when collaboratthey are interested in learning.
understanding.
ing with the other staff. They
Teachers then develop activities
and materials. The children often work in small
also review it with the children to help
them remember where they started with a
groups of four to six members. They reinvent
project and to help them organize and clarify
math notations; invent new symbols; debate
among themselves; teach each other; and draw,
their thoughts. Documentation provides the
paint, and even sculpt their theories about
children with the opportunity to revisit their
work with peers, teachers, and families. The
people, nature, and machines (Forman, 1993).
The teachers select children's suggestions based
revisiting process systematically allows children
on their potential to provoke further thinking.
to revisit their own and others' feelings, perceptions, observations, and reflections and then to
This is a collaborative process in which teachers
and children co-construct meaning.
reconstruct and reinterpret their learning in
Multiple exploration can be done to investideeper ways. The documentation focuses on the
gate a project. Activities might include: (a)
children's ideas and experiences throughout a
drawing, (b) reading, (c) interviewing experts,
project. By using the documentation of
(d) field trips, (e) constructing models, (f)
children's dialogues and reading their comments
dramatic play, (g) painting, (h), sculpting (i)
to the children, the teacher sends the children a
creating music, (j) movement, or (k) dance
message that their thoughts and ideas are being
(Katz, 1994; New, 1993; Edwards & Springate,
heard and respected.
1995). This is known in Reggio as the Hundred
Teachers create documentation panels on
large poster boards, which display children's
Languages of Children. The children choose
12
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learning process and their progression
Table 1
toward greater awareness of their
Group Discussion of Signs of Spring
learning. Documentation panels include
photographs taken at various stages of
Ms. Amy: "What season are we in right now?"
the project, written descriptions of
events, transcriptions of children's
Everyone: "Spring."
remarks, and teachers' commentaries.
Ms. Amy: "How do you know it's spring? What are some
The documentation panel has several
sign of spring?"
functions: (a) it allows teachers to
better understand children and to reflect
Sean: "Birds come back in the spring."
on their own practices; (b) it allows
Sara: "Flower start to grow."
teachers to share children's learning
Stefanie: "The trees grow leaves."
with parents; (c) it facilitates communication among educators; (d) it makes
Ms. Amy: "These are great signs. Can you think of any
children aware that their effort is valothers?"
ued; ( e) it creates an archive that traces
Stefanie: "Because it is growing."
the history of the school and the pleasures and process of learning (Gandini,
Sara: "Yeah, some of the grass is brown because it is not
. "
1993).
growmg.

The Garden Project

Nicholas: "The leaves change colors."

The project began in the spring of
Jamie: "The leaves don't change colors in the spring. That
1999. The children ranged in age from
happens in the fall."
4 to 6 years. The teacher, Jennifer
Emily: "It rains a lot."
Bauer, and several student teachers
Jessica: Sometimes you see rainbows when it rains."
noticed that the children were excited
about the beginning of the season. Fir st ,
Stephanie: "Butterflies come out in the spring too."
Amy, a student teacher, and the children
discussed the signs of spring (see table
1). In order to plan activities based on the
The children were then taken outside to
children's ideas, the teacher recorded what the
look for signs of spring. They discovered bird
children said on a flip chart. Then the children
nests, lumps on branches, buds on the trees,
were asked to draw what they spoke about. This
and small leaves coming out on some of the
was done so that the children could see their
trees. Flowers and mushrooms were added to
thoughts represented as written language. The
the children's knowledge about signs of
children were then asked to describe their picspring. Phil announced that a new piece of
tures to their classmates. For example, Jessica,
playground equipment was also a sign of
when asked about her rainbow picture said,
spring because, in his words: "The climber is
"Rainbows come out when it rains. The rain
a sign of spring because the climber is coming
helps the flowers grow and the butterflies sit on
in the spring and it is being put up today. If
the flowers." Jamie, who drew ice melting, said,
the climber is being built it must be spring."
"The ice melts in the spring. We can go fishing
This comment exemplifies Phil's construction
of meaning regarding "sign of spring."
then." Emily drew a picture of herself. She said,
"This is me wearing a dress. You can wear
Photographs were taken on the walk. The
photos were made into transparencies and
dresses in the spring because it is warmer outside." Later, Amy revisited the flip chart with the
projected on the overhead so that the children
could revisit them in the classroom. Inspired
children, to reflect upon what was said during
by a discussion about the photographs, one of
the previous discussion.
VOLUME
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compare to their drawings. The children wanted
the children brought two dandelions to school
to compare their sketches to the photographs,
to share at group time. This prompted a disand expressed interest in planting some flowers
cussion about weeds and plants (see table 2 on
around the building.
facing page).
In order for them to learn more about flowers
Because of the children's interest in weeds and
and later to design their own garden, Jennifer
plants, Jennifer brought in some dandelions and
planned two field trips: One was to a landscaped
mums for the children to examine at the light
garden on a nearby estate, and the other was to
table. Further discussion about differences
the university greenhouse. The children recogbetween flowers and weeds took place. Jennifer
nized some of the flowers and learned about
later did some research on the Internet and
many new varieties. In keeping with Reggio
learned that weeds are, in fact, unwanted plants
Elimia principles, the greenhouse experience was
or flowers. She shared this information with the
revisited and discussed in the classroom. The
children. Later in the week, Sean presented
greenhouse donated samples of plants and flowJennifer with a dandelion puffball. He said,
ers for the children to examine at the light table.
"Here Mrs. Bauer, I picked a flower for you. I
The children represented what they saw at the
think that they're fun to blow, so it's not a
greenhouse by using a
weed." His comments reveal
Sean
presented
Jennifer
with
a
computer program. In
that he had internalized this
dandelion
puffball.
He
said,
"Here
these representations, the
new definition of a weed.
children offered much
Since Sean liked the dande- Mrs. Bauer, I picked a flower for
lions, he didn't consider
richer descriptions of
you. I think that they 're fun to
their work than they had
them to be weeds.
blow, so it's not a weed. " His
before the field trip
Later in the week chilcomments reveal that he had
dren brought flowers from
experiences. For exinternalized this new definition of ample, Charlotte said,
home to examine at the
a weed. Since Sean liked the
light table. They talked
"This a pretty flower from
about characteristics of
the cactus. The middle is
dandelions, he didn't consider
different from the petals."
flowers. For example,
them to be weeds.
Brittany, said about the lilacs
Brittany said, "This flower
that Charlotte brought, "The purple stuff are the
catches things. It's just like a mitt." And another
petals. That's what smells good." "These are the
child wrote, "This pretty pink flower only grows
in hot places."
leaves just like on the trees," said Jamie. Anne
said, "We know the roots, the petals, the leaves."
During free choice time, a few of the children
During free choice time, Natalie used magaused carpet squares to construct flowers they had
zine photos to make a flower collage. Natalie
seen. The children wanted their representations
noticed that some of the plants in her collage
to be accurate. For example, Sarah said, "These
held different colored flowers, but she comare the blue flowers that are in the field." "I
mented that different looking flowers come from
think they are called bluebells," Emily said.
different seeds.
Sarah replied, "These don't look exactly like
On the next outing, the children took sketch
them." Emily said, "I think their stems were
paper and pencils and drew signs of spring that
green, not brown. We don't have enough of those
they found. After they returned to the classroom,
pieces, though. Sarah said, "The rest looks that
some of the children wanted to color their
same. "
sketches. After looking at flowers outside,
Jennifer decided to ask parents to donate flowers
sketching them, and viewing them in books,
to the classroom. Once a letter was sent home,
some of the children began drawing pictures of
parents began bringing their flower donations.
what they saw. At one child's request the teacher
These were brought to the group discussion in
photocopied pictures of flowers for them to
order to plan a class garden. Jennifer decided to do
14
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Table 2
Group Discussion of Plants and Weeds
Stephanie: "The dandelion is a weed from out
of the ground."
Jamie: "No, weeds come from seeds."
Stephanie: "It changes into a puff with the white
things, then we blow it."

ons into the circle) "It's feeling a little
wet. That's how it turns white."
Jamie: "It's going to turn white. The lump is
the bud. The bud opens. Once it opens,
it stays open for good."

Jamie: "The white things have seeds."

Emily: "It's just about to fall off. I think it well
close."

Jessica: "The seeds blow on the ground. They
go into the ground and more grow."

Sara: "There are pokes growing out of it."

Jamie: "The yellow part grows first."

Ms. Amy: "How do you know they're pokey?"
Sara: "I touched them before."

Emily: "The white seeds go into the ground,
then more dandelions grow. The seeds
grow into new dandelions because everyone blows them."

Jessica: "At least one."

Sean: "The bees go on the flower to eat the nectar."

Ms. Amy: "How do you tell the difference between a weed and a flower?"

Stephanie: "They eat the pollen. Weeds don't
have pollen."

Jessica: "A flower's parts are bigger."

Ms. Caryn: "Where could we find this out?"

Jamie: "If you let a weed grow for a long time,
it will become overgrown."

Jamie: "We can look in the dictionary."
Stefanie: "Flowers have petals and weeds do
not."
Nick: "I know what part tuns into seeds. The
top does. It falls off."

Ms. Amy: "Are there other plants that are
prickly?"

Emily: "Weeds have straight stuff. Flowers
have petals."
Ms. Amy: (Pointing to a picture of a tulip and
holding up the dandelion) "How else
could they be different?"

Ms. Amy: (Pointing to the top of the dandelion)
"The yellow part?

Emily: "Dandelions are darker on the bottom."

Nick: "The yellow part falls off."

Nick: "The two are different colors."

Brittany: "It closes back up and turns to white."

Emily: "Weeds have straight stuff. Flowers
have petals."

Jamie: "The yellow part dries up, closes up, and
falls off. If you blow it, the seeds fly
away. "
Emily: "It closes up. It turns white when it falls
off."
Charlotte: "Mosquitoes and bugs fly around. I
hate bug bites."

Jamie: "The tulip stem is dark."

Sean: "Bees like flowers. Bee flowers are yellow and black."
Natalie: "The nectar is in the yellow place inside the flower. The bees put the nectar
inside the pollen."
Jessica: "The nectar is the pollen."

Nick: "It rains a lot."

Emily: "The black stuff is the pollen."

Sean:(After the teacher placed some dandeli-

Brittany: "I think the whole flower has pollen."
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overhead projector; then she lead the children in a
song about a petunia in an onion patch.
After a discussion about what each flower
symbolized, Jennifer asked the children to draw
a flower that said something about them. Pictures
and books about flowers were placed on the
table. Jennifer stood by to remind the children
what the various flowers symbolized (see figures
1-4 belowand on the next page).

some more research on flowers. She looked on the
Internet and checked out books from the library.
Reading that diff~rent flowers are said to symbolize
different meanings, Jennifer decided that this was
an ideal opportunity to help the children understand
the concept of symbolism. She began by asking the
children to recall flowers seen on their walks or
flowers that they had planted at home. She projected pictures of flowers they had seen on the

Fi ure 1

Figure 2

'Violets tell about me because I'm faithful. Faithful means to keep thing• safe."

Jamie's interpretation of fidelity.
Figure 3

Jess

'

le~ ~as~s

LO VE

"Roses stand for love. I love my dad."

0:0~D

J css,~

T .LOV ~ ~~\J

Jessica's representation of love.
16
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To further clarify the meaning of symbols,
Jennifer introduced to the children the idea
that their names also held symbols. By show-

Figure 4

ing them that their names had meaning, Jennifer hoped to give them a real-life application
of symbolism that would apply directly to the
children. Jennifer asked the children what they remembered about
what some of the flowers symbolLia
ized. Then, referring to a
"Roses are love, and petunias are shy. I love mom,
compendious volume of baby
and sometimes I'm quiet."
names, she shared with the children what their names meant and
discussed the meanings of words
and phrases like "wealthy," "victorious," and "love of horses." The
children were fascinated about
finding out what their names symbolized. Following this discussion,
the children were given drawing
and writing materials and asked to
show how the meanings of their
names were symbols of themselves
(see figures 5-8 below and on the
next page).

~

Figure 5

"Flattery is like when you wear a new dress.
My dad tells me I look pretty."

I

Emily's representation of
flattery.
''Jm the defender. rm.guarding my toys so no ona.takM- them."

Ally's representation of defender.
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RtC H
"My name means rich. Being rich Is like having lots
of money. You can buy whatever you want.•

Jessica's representation of wealth.
The next project was the planning of a
flower and vegetable garden on the grounds
outside the classroom building. Jennifer
"Wien I won a trophy for baseball, I was victorious.•
asked the children to think about all of the
plants they had been given. Then she created
a computer drawing of the area to be used.
Then children were asked to decide where the
various plants should be planted. The chilNicholas' representation of victoriousness.
dren drew individual garden maps. Once the
maps were drawn, the children were asked to
share their ideas with their classmates. The
days. The children applied much of their new
children were asked to compare their maps.
knowledge about plants and gardens in this
Jennifer hoped that this would help them learn to
process. For example, the children decided that
validate their own opinions as well as take the
the lilacs would have to be planted in front of the
other children's opinions into consideration.
school because they are symbols of welcome.
The children applied much of their new underBecause many of the plants were small, it was
standing as well as a great deal of logical thought
difficult to tell one plant from another. To solve
in their rationale for their plans. Table 3 (facing
this problem, one of the children suggested
page) shows how one child articulated her demaking signs to identify the plants. The children
sign. The children agreed on the need to separate
made the signs in the classroom, and the signs
the vegetable garden from the flower garden.
were inserted into the soil with Popsicle sticks.
After much negotiating, they decided that the
In the ensuing weeks the garden project was
flowers would go in front of the school and the
extended to include flower sculpting, painting,
vegetables would be on the side. Finally, the
and creating a flower shop in the classroom.
group constructed two maps, one for the flower
garden and another for the vegetable garden.
Discussion
The actual planting of the garden was a joint
It seems obvious that the documentation
effort involving parents, teachers, other staff
process promotes literacy development. In fact,
members and the children. This took several
the essence of this process is the same as the
'
18
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Reutzel (1997), young children do not choose to
engage in these literate behaviors spontaneously
without exposure to the literate demonstrations
of others. Only through seeing, experiencing,
and understanding the value and power of reading and writing through demonstrations, do
children choose to engage in literacy by themselves.
According to Piaget, the originator of
constructivism, children are producers of knowledge who try to make sense of everything they
encounter in their environment. An important
aspect of constructivism is that children acquire
knowledge not by internalizing it directly from
the outside, but by constructing from
the inside through interaction with the
Table 3
environment (Piaget, 1967). Literacy
Emily's Vegetable Garden Plan
acquisition is not an exception. Reading is a process of constructing
meaning from the printed page based
Ms. Bauer: "Tell me about your plan."
on one's prior knowledge (Harris, &
Emily: "I drew the sunflowers first because they will be the
Hodges, 1995). When children search
tallest. They need to be in the back of the garden. The
for answers to their own questions in a
pumpkins will grow wide, so they need to be in the
social context via discussion and
middle."
investigation, meaningful learning
Ms. Bauer: "What about the other things in your plan?''
takes place. Attention to meaning
construction is indeed as essential for
Emily: "I'm getting to those. The cucumbers and the green
long term literacy achievement as any
beans should be in the middle. The seeds are so small
focus on decoding or word study
that they will take a long time to grow. We won't be
(Hammond, 1999).
picking them for a while. I hope the pumpkins don't
A strong precursor of literacy is
squish them."
vocabulary and concept development
Ms. Bauer: "Which ones are the cucumbers and which ones
(Newman, Copple, & Bredekamp,
are the beans?'
1999). A powerful example is seen here
in the discussion of the differences
Emily: "Cucumbers have black bumps on them. They're
between
a flower and a weed. The
right here."
teacher, sensing a need to clarify this
Ms. Bauer: "What else is in your plan?"
for the children ( and for herself) did a
little research on her own. To use a
Emily: "The tomato plants and the water melon. The waterPiagetian term, the children accommomelon needs to be in the front so we can eat in the
dated their flower and weed schemas
summer. If it is in the middle, you'd step on your
when they found that a weed is, in fact,
plants. That happened at my house before. I stepped
an unwanted plant. It is apparent that
on some radishes. They died."
Sean, when he brought the dandelion in
Ms. Bauer: "What about the things between the watermelto give his teacher, had internalized this
ons?
new definition. He applied this new
Emily: "Those are the tomato plants. They grow up and
concept when he indicated that since he
shouldn't bother the watermelon."
liked dandelions, they were not un-

language experience approach (Allen & Allen,
1963). This tried and true method of reading
instruction involves using children's oral language about their personal experiences as the
basis for creating personalized reading materials.
The teacher writes down exactly what the children say and the learners read and revisit the
language that was written. When the teacher
writes the children's ideas down on chart paper
and reads the children's words back to them,
children understand the value and.power of
reading and writing. They come to see that
spoken language can be written down and that
written language can be read. According to
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wanted and therefore not weeds. In addition, this
learning event reveals a purposeful use of literacy. In this case, the teacher used the Internet
to find needed information. Such natural learning
events tend to occur only when teachers are
sensitive to the children's concept development
and alert to teachable moments.
According to early literacy experts, one of the
most important things that children learn from
early encounters with print is the function of
reading and writing (Adams, 1990; Cunningham,
2000). In other words, children must come to an
understanding of what reading and writing are
for. Clearly, the project described here illustrates
to children the function of literacy as a vital tool
for constructing and clarifying meaning.
The essence of the whole language philosophy
as advanced by early theorists such as Ken
Goodman ( 1994) is that literacy cannot and
should not be separated from the purpose for
which it serves. Oral language and written language are tools for communicating and
constructing meaning. The constructive principles on which the Reggio Emilia approach is
based exemplify this notion. The teacher is a
facilitator, a mediator, and a partner in learning.
The topic under investigation is first and foremost; literacy is serving the purpose of
constructing meaning about this topic. The
children are engaged in the topic because it has
not been imposed upon them, rather the teacher
has followed the children's lead. The literacy
growth that is occurring here is a natural result
of the children's passion for learning about
plants and flowers.
Goldenberg (1992-1993) asserts that instructional conversations in which learners are
responsive to what others say are ideal vehicles
of comprehension and concept development. In
this kind of classroom interaction, each contribution builds upon previous ones. Ideas are
developed and elaborated upon. Both students
and teachers are contributors to the discourse.
Indeed, cognitively stimulated conversations
have been linked to both language and literacy
development (Dickinson, Core, & Smith, 1993).
During the many discussions, the teacher and the
children revisited previously generated ideas.
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Through sustained dialogue about those ideas,
the teacher and the children co-constructed new
knowledge. This is a prime example of children
using the language of school, or Halliday's
( 197 5) informational function. These discussions
are prime examples of what Snow ( 1991) refers
to as "Decontextualized language." Through
discourse about non-immediate events, these
young children are preparing for higher level
thinking and abstract reasoning.
In order to comprehend language, both written
and spoken, children must continually draw on
relevant background knowledge. Having a sound
conceptual and informational base is a vital part
of becoming a skilled reader. The main curriculum goal in early childhood programs is that of
fostering the acquisition of knowledge, vocabulary, and concepts (Neuman, Copple, &
Bredekamp, 1999). Keeping in mind that the
ultimate goal of reading is comprehension, it is
obvious that this learning experience added a
wealth of information to the children's knowledge base.
Curriculum strategies often water down content and fail to provide enough time for children
to explore. It is striking how, in an age of decreasing attention spans among adults and
children alike, the children were engaged in the
project for an extended period of time. Perhaps
the most beneficial result of projects such as this
is the development of the disposition to sustain
thought on one learning experience and take it as
far as possible. We think that this disposition is
vital for all learning, including that of learning to
read and write.

Conclusion
We are not suggesting that the ability to read
and write develop naturally; nor are we
downplaying the importance of activities more
specifically geared to the development of phonemic awareness and the alphabetic principle.
However, we do not believe the children's time
would have been better spent chanting words and
playing rhyming games. There is a time for this
too. Young children need rich learning experiences such as this to develop the conceptual
knowledge upon which literacy depends.
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